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Abstract—This paper proposes an environment for the specification of use cases (UCs) and their derivation in automated functional tests for web applications. The proposed environment is based on our own domain specific language (DSL), formalized by means of a BNF grammar (for the Xtext framework), offering all the amenities and usability of the Eclipse IDE. The proposal seeks to tighten the relation between system specifications and tests, aiming to facilitate and incentivize the use of automated tests and their continuation, since they are frequently abandoned due to cost and deadline limitations. All of the tools used in the process, from specification to generation, execution and management of tests, are free and in the public domain.
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1. Introduction

Tests are fundamental activities in software development, because they are the last product evaluation resource before delivery to end users. Among the various types of tests, functional tests, in which systems are evaluated concerning their inputs and outputs, without considering their internal workings, stand out. Because they are based on system’s specifications, functional tests are largely used, because software products must behave like what was defined with users during requirement analysis [1].

The demand for faster development of software products while retaining quality calls for the very frequent execution of tests, especially regression tests, to assure that new functionality did not compromise the behavior of previously implemented and validated requirements [2]. Although regression testing is important, it is one of the most costly stages of software development and maintenance. According to [3], software tests can account for 30 to 50% of total development cost, and according to [4] it is estimated that regression testing is responsible for up to 80% of total testing costs, and up to 50% of total software maintenance costs.

The realization of automated tests, in addition to reducing time spent testing the software, allows for an indirect increase in software quality, since efforts can be focused in other types of tests or in tests that cannot be automated [5]. Automating repetitive tasks not only reduces costs, but also improves precision, since humans are slow and prone to error when dealing with such tasks.

It is perceivable that the generation of functional test cases is still a predominantly manual and arduous task [6], as is their execution, according to experience obtained in large companies - an especially complicated scenario in large-scale and long-lasting projects [5].

For test automation, test scripts are written that replicate manual tests. The generation of functional test scripts can be done by manual coding or by a recording tool (like the Selenium IDE [7]), using the "Capture and Replay" technique.

At first sight, the technique seems like a feasible solution, because it requires no programming skills. However, if a test needs to be altered, so does the recorded script - which would require such skills - or a new recording must be manually made [5]. Besides, scripts generated by those tools are linear, with hard-coded inputs and comparisons, with no possibility of reusing a script to compose new tests, not to mention being hard to write and maintain. Furthermore, the link between original and generated code is weak, making it difficult to pinpoint specific reasons for an error identified during testing.

In spite of the advantages in using automated code, they are considerably costly to maintain, because for every alteration in the system under test (SUT), tests must be reviewed and updated as needed. If they fail to be updated due to cost or deadline reasons, they become worthless. According to [8], only a small part (sometimes less than 20%) of tests are automated because of these difficulties.

One way to reduce testing efforts while still guaranteeing effectiveness would be to automatically generate Test Cases (TC) from artifacts that were previously used during development [9]. One of the most widely used ways to capture software requirements is through Use Case (UC) description, a central mechanism recommended in Unified Process (UP) and in many modern methods [10], [11]. TCs derived from UCs can be used to check if system requirements (UCs) were correctly implemented [3], [9].

The goal of this work is to generate test scenarios from UCs and, from these scenarios, generate executable TCs that are converted into automated test scripts that retain a connection to the specification.

2. Related Work

Many studies seek to use UCs to generate TCs or test scenarios. In [9], test scenarios with sequencing based on
UC’s textual pre and post conditions are generated and
described in controlled language. Generated scenarios have
a high abstraction level, opposite to what is proposed here,
a more concrete-level approach.

In [10], textual UCs described in a controlled language
and a domain model are used as inputs. Data inconsist-
encies, like entities being described with multiple names, UC
operations that do not refer to a concept operation in the
domain model, among others. Scenarios are generated by
UC composition, and their execution is simulated in a state
machine with a tool called UCED. Like in [10], we propose
a domain model with possible value information and intend
to generate scenarios with UC sequencing, but for real test
execution.

In [12] and [13], a UC specification language named
SilabReq, based on Xtext [14], is presented. Domain model,
system operation list, UML UC model and state, sequence
and activity diagrams are generated from UCs. [13] proposes
dividing the specification into different abstraction levels,
since UCs are used by people of different roles, with differ-
ent needs, during software development, ranging from end
users, requirement engineers, to designers, developers and
testers. Like [12] and [13], we propose a UC specification
language, with varied abstraction levels, using Xtext as base.
However, since our focus is generating executable tests, the
proposal encompasses elements beyond what is explored in
SilabReq.

According to [15], to contemplate the needs of every role
involved in a software development project, it is necessary
to specify UCs in many notations. A notation set is thus
proposed, based on structured text, and interaction and
activity diagrams, with defined rules to convert one into the
other. A test-friendly notation is mentioned as an important
and integral part of the set, but was not mentioned in the
paper, apparently because it was not worked on by the group.

In [16], a tool called TestGen is used to generate activity
diagrams and possible scenarios from UCs. A correctness
study is conducted for the generated TCs using mutant
analysis. Our proposal also uses the aforementioned tool,
but distinguishes itself by generating executable test scripts.

In [17], UCs are specified in an environment called
Text2Test, based on the XText framework, in which vali-
dations vary according to user profile. We also propose an
Xtext-based environment with validations, but focusing on
test execution.

[2] presents Webspec, a visual language with diagrams,
used to capture browsing, interaction and interface character-
istics for web applications. Webspec was built as an Eclipse
plugin and uses mockups (UI doodles) for simulations. It
enables the generation of code and Selenium tests. Like [2],
our solution generates executable tests for Selenium and uses
Eclipse, but is based in a descriptive language instead of
diagrams.

Finally, in [18], an approach to generate test scenarios
from UCs with contracts formalized in OCL and sequence
diagrams. The required formalization in [18] elevates the
technical level necessary to understand and maintain UCs.

3. Proposed Approach

For the present work, we developed a DSL for UC descrip-
tion, formalized in a BNF grammar (fig 1). The grammar,
fed to the Xtext framework, is used in the generation of the
language’s concrete syntax (by means of a meta-model), for
the proposed environment.

We opted to use the “Fully Dressed” use case template,
presented in [19], which has a positive response in practical
experiments reported by the author. This template uses
one text column and numbered steps with a convention
of numbers and letters for alternate steps. This numbering
structure supports identification and generation of scenarios.
UCs can be described with varying levels of detail, ac-
cording to the project’s stages. In [11], three detailing levels
for writing UCs are presented, and it is suggested that UCs
be written in an essential style especially in the beginning
of specification - when the focus must be on intention, and
not on UI - and in a concrete/detailed style in the following
stages, when the UI project is available.

In this paper it is proposed that every step of the UC
in the abstract level be followed by its detailing, where UI
details are inserted. By adding UI information to UC steps,
test scripts can be generated. The use of an environment
where UCs are kept linked to tests helps reflecting into the
latter changes made in the former. Even if the changes are
not entirely automatically realized, they become motivated
by the connection of UC steps to their detailing and by
validation-generated warnings. Besides, UCs produce useful
debugging information when a test fail (fig 8). So, as can
be seen in figure 1, UCSteps are composed of Steps, that
can be of types: Action (User interactions with the screen),
Verification (Assertions that validate system responses) or
Storage (Storing values for later use).

In addition to UCs, UIs must also be described - with
their elements and menus - optionally with a domain model
(data dictionary), that helps to resolve ambiguity, registering
composite terms and the relationship between the elements.
Changes to the dictionary or UI generate warnings to users
if they break references in UC steps (or vice-versa) (fig 5).
Fields and messages are referenced in the use cases through
internal IDs. When changes occur, they only need to be re-
lected in the UI specification, which facilitates maintenance
(PageObject pattern [20]).

When indicating an input value to be inserted into a UI
element, fixed values can be used directly, or rules for dy-
namic generating input in execution time can be stipulated.
Dynamic values can stem from field type description (type,
minimum and maximum values), from an expression or from
a list of values. The rule specification for dynamic value
generation can be made in a UC step, in a determined
screen field or a determined property in the data dictionary. If specified in the dictionary, it is possible to vary the specification for ranges, called equivalence classes. Should a rule be used in multiple UCs, it should be defined in a single location (the dictionary or the screen) and be referenced in the UC steps. If this rule is used in various screens, it becomes more interesting be defined in the data dictionary.

Test generation must be run every time an alteration to the specification is realized. For test generation, it is first necessary to generate test scenarios, traversing path possibilities in the basic and alternative flows (an example is shown in section 4).

Among the many options to generate the paths of a UC, like a graph or FSM (finite state machine) conversion, we opted to treat the UC like an activity diagram, because it is easily understood by users, helping them visualize and validate the completeness and correctness of UC paths.

### 3.1 The environment

This paper presents an environment for the specification of UCs - and their unfolding into TCs - based on the open-source framework Xtext. Through this framework, it is possible to obtain a specific editor for a language, on the Eclipse IDE [21], with all the characteristic support, which favors productivity and usability features, like: support to "folding", "autocomplete", "syntax highlighting", "structure outline" and "cross-referencing", in addition to easily managing artifact versions.

The environment validates, in editing time, the informed text, according to the supplied grammar. During data input, the allowed options in each point are presented ("autocomplete" resource). When it is a cross-reference point, options for the referenced type are offered. When specifying a menu access, for example, a list containing all declared menu options is shown. Semantic validations are also considered during editing, and added to the code generated by the framework. An example of such validation is the verification that every mandatory field (indicated by '*') were filled, in a UC's steps, before the step that requires submitting the screen. When an error is found, it is indicated in the text and in a tab that helps fixing it ("Quick Fix" resource) (fig 5) due to the fact that validations happen in editing time, the author can iteratively refine the UC. Standardization in writing UCs is aided and guided by the environment, improving its quality and facilitating the identification of its components, that can be used for automatic transformations afterwards [12].

For scenarios generation, we opted for the TestGen [16] tool, which takes the high-level UC steps as input and generates test scenarios (.tol files) and an activity diagram (.xmi file) as outputs, for each UC. Test scenarios are generated for every path obtained from the diagram.

Test scripts are generated in Java, and begin their execution using JUnit [22]. The scripts use, for interaction with the UI, the Selenium WebDriver [7] tool, for simulating user navigation. This tool was chosen because it is a free tool and in the public domain.

Test executions are done in a declarative way, using the
UC name. It is also possible to execute all or a set of tests, formed by UCs that correspond to keywords informed in the execution. Keywords related to each UC are previously added to the specification, in addition to UC name. It is possible to test a UC’s main scenario or every possible scenario. UC sequencing is allowed, by stating so in the pre-conditions or within steps of the scenario. UCs invoked from other UCs have the main scenario executed, unless extensions are indicated he should go through.

For each execution, dynamic values are generated according to the rule specified for each field.

Results are stored in the TestLink [23] environment, because it is a free and complete tool for test management, that allows users to centralize automated and manual tests, keep an execution history (with evidence logging), and obtain management reports. Each execution is recorded, along with its results. Errors results in the logging of the following evidence: a screenshot and a Java error stack trace, containing information about the UC, scenario and the step in which the error occurred, in addition to the runtime flaw (fig 8). These evidences, with the SUT’s logs, help identifying what caused the errors.

Figure 2 shows the structure of the environment proposed and artifacts used in each phase.

4. Experiments

In this section we present a viability study, for the UC “Create Student”, presented in figure 3. Data dictionary and user interface specification are also presented (fig 4).

Fig. 2: Proposed environment structure.

Fig. 3: Example of UC: Create Student.
Simulating a specification modification motivated by an alteration of the SUT, it was removed, from the IU description, the field "homePhone". An error in the UC that references the removed field is pointed out by the environment (fig 5).

Scenario generation for the UC CreateStudent resulted in 4 scenarios, as can be seen in figure 6. Test scripts were generated for the scenarios and tests were ran with positive results.

So, to simulate the discovery of an error in a regression test, we inserted a flaw in the SUT, in the routine that reads course data, causing a collateral effect in the routine that adds a student, which conducts some validations regarding courses to allow the addition of a student.

Figure 7 shows the execution results: the first one ended normally and the second one failed with an error. By clicking on the UseCaseName_StackTrace evidence, details about the error can be seen (fig 8). As can be noticed, class names that appear on the error stack bring useful information to aid in discovering the reasons behind the error, pointing to which step/scenario/UC the error occurred in. In this case, in step 4, scenario 1_2_3_4 of the CreateStudent UC.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

It was concluded that using the proposed environment was feasible for a real system, according to case study. This study covered the CRUD functionality, and, in a second phase, will treat varied and more complex features. Between the two stages, it was decided to develop some mechanisms to facilitate the specification, as a new kind of step that informs all fields of a screen and submit it, a way to describe variations of a screen by means of extensions, and a mechanism to parameterize instances of similar use cases. Some limitations were found during the experiments, like the non-treatment of asynchronous steps and lack of permission for variations of more than one level, inside the alternate flux, situations that can be seen in UC22, in [19].

As future work, first and foremost, we intend to consider this second level of variation (which involves altering the TestGen tool) and the above mentioned enhancements. Additionally, we intend to: develop a mechanism to automatically capture the screen structure; allow the execution of tests for only UCs that suffered changes, between two versions; allow the execution of tests with "pairwise" technique, dealing with boundary-value analysis and equivalence class partitioning techniques (the element specification format already allows the generation of this variation); deal with screen modeling, like in [2], since the employed technologies are related; generate mechanisms to facilitate importing specifications created with other tools; generate the activity diagram in formats compatible with free UML tools, using XMI as base.
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Fig. 7: Execution results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Tested by</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Exec (min)</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14/03/2014 23:07:31</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>Failed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8: Error evidence in the execution of the CreateStudent UC.

Error Evidence

Error Text: "success" not found
testexecuteon selenium.functions. SeleniumFunctions.verifyText (SeleniumFunctions.java:15)
testexecuteon uis.CreateStudent.UC. step1 (CreateStudentUC.java:11)
testexecuteon uis.CreateStudent.Scenarios_1_2_3_4 (CreateStudentScenarios.java:12)
testexecuteon uis.CreateStudent.CreateStudentExecuteScenario_1_2_3_4 (CreateStudentExecuteScenario_1_2_3_4.java:24)

System under test's log
Error: java.lang.NullPointerException
at testapplicationCourse.getCourse (Course.java:168)
at testapplicationStudent.loadDataAndValidateDataFromUI (Student.java:98)
at testapplicationStudent.saveStudent (Student.java:70)
at testapplicationStudentSaveStudentServlet (SaveStudentServlet.java:40)
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